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Abstract
Under normal conditions, trac is prone to behave in a rather predictable manner. For instance, a road segment typically experiences similar travel times at
the same moment each week ; congestion appears and disappears in peak hours
at recurring locations ; the number of vehicles entering and exiting a highway
is similar each weekday.
Consequently, a model trained over enough trac data can yield satisfactory predictions on most occasions. However, such a model can perform very
inaccurately when applied to abnormal trac conditions. Alas, it is during unforeseen trac disruptions  such as road blockage due to accident or force of
nature  that good prediction quality is most needed. The adverse eects of such
incidents propagate from where they occur into the rest of the road network.
It is therefore reasonable to expect that a prediction model Mnormal , t for
ordinary trac conditions, will perform poorly during extraordinary trac conditions. Abnormal trac conditions thus require a dierent, specically adapted
prediction model Mabnormal , which is highly distinguishable from Mnormal . For
example, the two models can dier not only in the values of parameters, but
also in the variables they actually depend on. This discernment encourages
some questions:

• What are the major changes between Mnormal and Mabnormal ?
• How much degradation does Mnormal experience when applied to abnormal conditions?
• When a road incident occurs, can we directly calibrate Mabnormal given
the incident properties, e.g. location and time, network topology, and
capacity reduction?
Summarized into one research question, we can ask:

• Given the parameters of a road incident, how eectively can we transition
between Mnormal and Mabnormal  from the onset of the incident, through
its aftermath, and until it is cleared?
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Traditional machine learning methods for answering this question, such as Dynamical Systems and Time Series analysis, typically expect smooth dynamics.
That is, whenever disruptions occur, a recovery period is required to collect
enough data for the models to re-calibrate. However, the wait might be too
long to aord, particularly in case of incidents which require quick response by
road practitioners and rescue personnel.
In this work, we study the research question using micro-simulations based
on real-world data from freeways. This approach has several advantages. It
alleviates the dependency on incidents data, which is often limited. It also
allows a high degree of freedom in choosing parameters and features. And
multiple simulations, each perturbed dierently, can yield stable models through
repeated training.
The real-world data for our simulations consists of daily trac counts for
the Hillerødvej motorway, located in the Greater Copenhagen Area in Denmark.
Stretching over about 11 km, this highway faces routine congestion for numerous
reasons: inadequate capacity, frequent changes in infrastructure, non-recurrent
incidents, and lack of room for emergency parking. This motorway is therefore
an appealing candidate for modelling and study.
Our main tool for designing and executing micro-simulations is PTV Vissim,
which is well-suited for freeway modeling involving complex interactions. Rich
literature is available regarding proper calibration of PTV Vissim for realistic
simulation of trac behavior. We use it to construct and train the aforementioned models independently: Mnormal is trained over incident-free simulations,
whereas Mabnormal is trained over simulations where a road blockage forms for
some time.
Having constructed Mnormal and Mabnormal in this fashion, we analyze the
changes between the models. As part of the analysis, we also characterize the
various stages of the abnormal trac regime, from the moment a road incident
occurs until trac is back to normal. Our analysis thus contributes a better
understanding of the extent to which a prediction model can be quickly and
directly adapted in response to abrupt disruptions. To our best knowledge, no
such analysis of the specic changes in modelling between the two trac regimes
has been published before.
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